Think Before You React

Most of the problems in life happen for reacting to a situation without thinking. Whenever there is a typical scenario in life, all we need to do is to think for few minutes at least before we react. Let us see how well this is true.

A man and lady married when they both were 35 years old and they were not able to have a child for many years. They went around consulting various doctors and specialists but they could not get things in favor from all the physical and psychological treatments. They kept visiting temples of different religions irrespective of the nature of worship. By all those treatments or by God’s grace, the wife became pregnant. The husband jumped over the streets sharing chocolates, goodies and gave parties to all his friends. The couple seemed to be the most happy in their lifetime. He kept looking for what has to be given and what not to be given to his wife during pregnancy. He appointed a special consultant and scheduled a daily diet with all nutrients.

She reached the end of her pregnancy duration and was admitted in the town’s best hospital. The chief doctor has told it is going to be critical to save both lives. The guy was flooded with tears as this child was his dream and his wife was the love of his life. Finally, doctors decided to try doing caesarian operation as there is much possibility that the mother and child can be safe. The husband with tearful eyes and heavy heart signed the agreement provided by the hospital he agreed for the operation that the hospital is not responsible for death if happens while doing caesarian. It was about one hour since his wife was taken to operation ward. He was roaming around the hospital with unbearable pain that did not allow him to sit. Exactly after one hour past thirty minutes, the nurse came out with all smiles in her face and said, “Sir, You are blessed with male child. Your wife is also fine. Please go inside the room and see them”. He was screaming out of happiness and went into the room to see his new born baby boy and it’s a boy. He kissed on her forehead and said, “We got a meaning for our Love. God has gifted us”.

The baby boy was growing well with all the worldly care and affection from the couple. The boy started walking and running at the age of 3 and seemed to be most active than all kids. The couple felt that this is all what they wanted in their life. It was the child’s fourth birthday and a huge party was arranged. The husband and wife invited all their friends and relatives to have humongous celebration. While the party was going on, the husband went out to leave few of his friends in their houses as many were drunk a lot and could not even stand properly. The wife was dancing with her friends happily. The baby boy was playing with other kids and at once the child went near his mother who was dancing. Without knowing that the child is near she was dancing a bit faster with few other girls in excitement and she kicked her child. Unfortunately, the child’s head hit on the iron table and it suffered huge blood within a minute. Immediately their family doctor and other medical practitioners who were in the party suggested not to waste time by taking to hospital and started treatment but all their efforts went in vain. The baby boy was declared dead.

The husband came back in an hour and was confused to see silence in the party place. He saw his wife crying in a corner of a room. Everyone started to think that the guy would even kill his wife if he comes